TOP 5 CHALLENGES
BUSINESSES ARE FACING
Being relatively "new" to the business world and never even thinking I would
be in the position that I am today, I have definitely seen my share of
challenges over the past 18 months.
Challenges that have bought about steep learning curves and great growth,
but I wouldn't be honest if I said without it's share of heartache.
I received some amazing advice about 4 months into my journey as a
"business owner" where a trusted friend and business owner told me after
asking him "how do you do it?" His reply was "Lou, you are always wrong".
Tough love right? But you would not believe the amount of pressure that left
me when he said that!
So here is my take on the
challenges businesses are
facing at the moment, all
things COVID aside, and
some insight on how to keep
your focus and passion
moving forward.

1.HEALTH
I would place this as probably the biggest challenge
business owners face, especially in my experience. We
often hear people say that they can't "afford" take a day
off or "no one else is going to do it" when they are the
COE (Chief of Everything). This is when our physical
and mental health is at risk. We need to factor in some
self care to take care of our business and most
importantly what is near and dear to us, our family

2. CASH FLOW
Oh yes! You've got heaps of work and invoices sent, and
the money will be received within your payment terms
right? Happy Days! The challenge here is that most
small businesses have to wait for other businesses to be
paid before you get paid and that can sometimes be
days upon days. It's a really big challenge - and
especially in our current climate, it can really add some
stress! Can't say I have this one down pat, but I have
found reminders are awesome and to include a debt
recovery statement in your payment policy works well!
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businesses from the get-go and honestly I wasn't
prepared for it. Being the main income earner as well
saw me taking everything and everyone (yep - I can hear
you chuckle), which as you probably know, wasn't the
best idea! I sought the help of a great business mentor
who had been very successful in business for 7 years
who told me that not everyone was my client and that
was OK. He taught me how to say "NO" - which I still
don't say offen enough but I am getting better!

4. TAX COMPLIANCE
Federal this, GST that; the economy this, government
regulations that. Who can decipher it? Starting and
maintaining business is hard enough but to try and
navigate the accounting/tax side as well - no thanks! Get
yourself a good accountant. One that wants to work
alongside you and see your business grow. They are
essential to your business success.

5. REMEMBER YOUR WHY
Having your own business is like winning the lottery. So
much freedom, so much money - it's just the must
luxurious thing ever right? Nope. Honestly, most of the
time I feel like I have two-heads and go through a roller
coaster every minute! I love this ... I can't do this ...this
is awesome ... what am I doing!! Sound familiar? Fight
for your why everyday that you are in business. Keeping
the passion alive is a critical component to your
business success.
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May your business be blessed!
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